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MERRIT TELLS.••

THE LARGEST MILLER IN CANADA HAS 35o GREEY MACHINES IN HIS MILLS,
. . MAKING . .

The Best Grade of Flour,

The Cleanest Ofrals,

And The Olosest Yields Produced, or Possible to Produce.

S.o.s

In 1891 W. W. Ogilvie remodelled hie Glenora Mills in Montreal, ordering at that time 135 Greey Machines,
consisting of Rolls, Soalpers, Purifiers, Dressers, Bran and Shorts Dusters, Dust Collecters, etc., etc.

After operating these machines for about a year, he found that to produce the best resuits in his other mille it
was neoessary to equlp them with the same machines. He therefore, without asking for quotations from any other firm,
placed his order for upwards of 200 Greey machines for his Winnipeg and Royal Mills. making

. 35 GREEY MACHINES .

In use in hie three miUs These machines have all been delivered. The mills are fitted up, finished, and in active
operation, each turning out from 1400 to 2000 barrels daily. These machines can be seen at work in the various rmills,
and practical men can forai their own conclusions.

BETTER MATERIAL, BETTER WORKMANSHIP, BETTER FINISH, never was put into Mill M!achinery.
It is a well known feet that Mr. Ogilvie spares no expense to keep his mille in the highest possible state of efficiency.
It is safe to state that could he have procured better machinery elsewhere, he would not have used Greey machines.

The fact that he placed hie order for Greey machines proves that MR OGILVIE and his EXPERT HEAD MIL
LERS (the most critical judges of mill machinery) considered Greey machines the best.

You can have this high clases machinery making money for you in your mille by doing as W. W. Ogilvie did,

PLACE YOUR ORDERS WITH

Wm. & J. G. Greey,
2 CHURCH STREET, * * * TORONTO, ONT.

MILL BUILDEPS AND CONTRACTORS.

Small mills and orders coimand the tm scrupulous attention as larger one, and are respectfully solicited. It
will pay you to oormspond with u.


